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Two- and Three-Dimensional 
Fi ring-Squad Synch ronization Problems *'t 
ILKA SHINAHR 
Department of Mathematics, Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel 
This paper generalizes the well known firing-squad synchronization problem 
to two- and three-dimensional arrays. 
Minimum-time solutions are outlined for square, rectangular, and cubic 
arrays. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of synchronizing a finite (but arbitrarily long) one-dimen- 
sional array of finite-state machines, known as the firing-squad synchronization 
problem, was solved in Waksman (1966) and Balzer (1967). For this problem, 
a minimum-time solution which takes 2N-  2 time units for an N-cell  
firing squad was obtained. 
Figure 1 shows a finite two-dimensional iterative array of N × N finite- 
state cells. The cells are identical, except for the boundary cells which may 
differ from the others. The time variable t is discrete, assuming integer 
values only. The array operates ynchronously with the next state of a cell 
being determined by its own present state and the present state of its right, 
ce l l  • • • 
( I , I )  < 
FIG. I. An N × N firing squad array. 
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left up and down neighbors. Conceptually, the cell's " input" are its 
4-neighbor's tate variables. 
One of the states of each cell is the quiescent state (Q0). The next-state 
function has the property that the next state of a cell in the quiescent state 
with all its neighbors in the quiescent state is again the quiescent state. All 
cells are initially (t = 0) in the quiescent state except for the cell (1, 1), 
which is in the general state (M0). The problem is to specify the structure 
(states and next-state function) of the cells in such a way that all cells will 
enter the terminal state at exactly the same time. The structure specified is to 
be independent on the size of the array. Since signals can propagate no faster 
than one cell per time unit, the minimum time for all cells to be in the terminal 
state is 2N --  2 time units. This is the time it takes for a signal to reach cell 
(N, N)  from cell (1, 1) for the first time. In Section 2, we describe a solution 
for a square array of N 2 cells, which will indeed be synchronized in the 
minimum time, i.e., t z 2N-  2 time units. The cell structure (states and 
next-state function) is given in Appendix I. 
Consider now the same problem for an M x N array, where M may be 
different from N. We shall prove in Section 3 that the minimum time for the 
synchronization of such a rectangular array is N + M + max(M, N) --  3 
time units. A solution achieving synchronization of an M × N array in 
minimum time is presented in Section 3 and Appendix I I I .  Clearly, the 
synchronization problem for a rectangular array differs from that for a square 
array, and the cells in a rectangular array in which it happens that M = N 
will be synchronized only after 3N -- 3 time units. 
Consider next the same problem for a three-dimensional iterative array 
of N X N × N cells. In such a cubic array, the next state of a cell in location 
(i, j, k) is determined by its own present state and the present states of its 
six neighbors in locations (i - -  1, j, k), (i + 1, j, k), (i, j - -  1, k), (i, j + 1, k), 
(i,j, k -- 1), (i,j, k + 1). Since signals can again propagate no faster than one 
cell per time unit, the minimum time for all cells to be in the terminal state is 
3N --  3 time units. This is the time it takes for a signal to propagate from cell 
(1, 1, 1) to cell (N, N, N). In Section 4, we describe a minimum-time solution 
for the cubic array. The cell structure is given in Appendix V. 
A simulation has been performed by a computer program written in 
Algol W. The proposed solution has been successfully tested in the case of 
the square array for every 2 ~ N ~ 50, in the case of the rectangular array 
for every 1 ~ N, M ~ 20, and in the case of the cubic array for every 
2 ~ N ~ 15. To insure that all transient are properly handled, it was 
tested 5-15 (for the different arrays) more than the size at which the last rule 
is first used. 
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2. A MINIMUM-TIME SOLUTION OF THE SQUARE ARRAY 
SYNCHRONIZATION PROBLEM 
Solution Description 
Our solution to the square array synchronization problem is based on a 
solution to the one-dimensional firing-squad synchronization problem. 
The corresponding cell structur (state and next-state function) is given in  
AppendixI. This structure has been designed to meet he following conditions: 
(1) Every cell in location (i,i), where 1 • i < N- -  1, enters the 
general state (M0) after t~ = 2i --  2 time units. 
(2) Every cell entering the general state (M0) starts acting in the same 
way as the general state in the one-dimensional solution, sending signals 
horizontally to synchronize the cells in the same row to the right and, 
similarly, sending synchronization signals vertically in the downwards 
direction. 
(3) Precautions have been taken to prevent signals propagating 
horizontally to conflict with signals propagating vertically. 
Thus, for every 1 ~ i ~ N -- 1, the cells in the ith row, in the locations 
(i, j), where i ~ j ~ N, and the cells in the ith column, in the locations 
(j, i), i ~ j  ~ N, will act as a one-dimensional firing squad with 
Ni = N -- i + 1 cells. Consequently, they will enter the terminal state after 
t =h+2N~- -2  =(2 i - -2 )+2(N- - i+  1) - -2  =2N- -2  time units. 
The cell in location (N, N) also enters the terminal state at the proper time, 
viz. one unit of time after both its neighbors assumed, for the first time, 
a nonquiescent s ate. 
An example solution for N = 7 is shown in Appendix II. 
3. A iV~INIMUM-TIME SOLUTION OF THE RECTANGULAR ARRAY 
SYNCHRONIZATION PROBLEM 
THEOREM. The number of steps in which a rectangular array with 
M rows and N columns could possibly be synchronized is not smaller than 
M + N @ max(M, N)  --  3. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, assume that there is a structure S for 
which there is a rectangular array with M o rows and N o columns such that 
all the cells enter the terminal state at time t = m, where 
m<M o+N o+max(Mo,No) -3 .  
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Without loss of generality, we can assume that N o ~> Jl//o. Since 
m < 2N o + M o --  3, cell (M o , 1) could not have received a signal from any 
cell in the Noth column, because it takes at least l i --  1 I + l No --  1 [ = 
No -}- i -- 2 time units for a signal from cell (1, 1) to reach cell (i, No)  , plus at 
least [M o --  i l -}- I 1 -- So l  = M o + N o --  i - -  1 time units for a signal 
from cell (i, No) to reach cell (Mo, 1). Therefore, cell (Mo, 1) has entered the 
terminal state unaffected by the Noth column, or, for that matter, by anything 
to the right of column N o . Therefore, if another N o columns were added to the 
array (the new rectangular has M o rows and 2N o columns), cell (Mo, 1) 
would still enter the terminal state at time m. This is because the cell structure 
is fixed, the cell operation is deterministic, and nothing has changed as far as 
cell (Mo, 1) is concerned. Since m < 2N0 + J]//0 -- 3, the cell (Mo, 2No) 
will still be in the quiescent state at time t = m. Therefore, the cell structure S
could not represent a solution and this is a contradiction. In a similar way, 
a contradiction can be obtained in the case that 1]//o > N o , with the critical 
cell being in place (1, No) and entering the terminal state without getting 
signals from the Moth row. 
So lut ion  Descr ipt ion 
The solution to the rectangular array synchronization problem is based 
on the solution to the generalization of the one-dimensional firing-squad 
synchronization problem, which allows the general state to be located any- 
where. Under these conditions, a solution requiring 2N -- 2 --  K time units 
to enter the terminal state (where K is the number of cells located between the 
end cell, which is closer to the General, and the General, including the end 
cell itself) is shown by Moore and Langdou (1968). 
At the beginning (i.e., t = 0), all the cells are in the quiescent state (Q0) 
except cell (1, 1), which is in state (P0). The state transition table for each 
cell in a rectangular array can be constructed in such a way that every 
cell in location (i, i), where 1 ~< i ~< rain(M, N), enters the state (P0) after 
t i = 3( i -  1) time units, and both the cells to its right and the cells below 
will act as a one-dimensional rray with N i = (N -- i) + (M -- i) + 1 cells. 
Ki  = min[(N -- i), (M -- i)] is the minimal distance from the general to one 
of the two ends of the chain. Thus: For every i, 1 ~< i ~ rain(M, N), the 
cells in the location (i, j), i ~< j ~< N, together with the cells in the location 
(j, i), i ~ j ~ M, will enter the terminal state after t = t i -~- 2N i - -  2 - -  K i  = 
3( i - -  1) + 2(X- -  i+  M- -  i+  1 ) - -  2 - -  min[ (N- - i ) ,  (M- - i ) ]  = 
N @ M + max(M, N) --  3 time units. 
An example solution for M = 3 and N = 7 is shown in Appendix IV. 
The state transition table is given in Appendix I I I .  
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4. A MINIMUM-TIME SOLUTION OF THE CUBIC ARRAY 
SYNCHRONIZATION PROBLEM 
Solution Description 
At the beginning (i.e., t = 0), all the cells are in the quiescent state (QO) 
except cell (1, 1, 1), which is in state (MO). 
The state transition table for each cell can be constructed in such a way 
that the following conditions will hold: 
(1) Every cell in location (i, i, i), where 1 ~ i ~ N-  1, enters the 
state (M0) after t i = 3(i - -  1) time units. 
(2) A cell in location (i0, i0,i0), after entering state M0, sends to 
each of the faces (i0,j, k), (j, k, i0) , and (j, i0, h), where i 0 ~< j, k ~< N, 
signals similar to the signals that solved the rectangular array synchronization 
problem. Thus, for every 1 ~< i0 ~< N --  1, the cells in each of the faces that 
were mentioned before will act as a rectangular array with M i = N --  i -[- 1 
rows and N~ = M i columns. Consequently, they will enter the terminal state 
after t = t i + 2Mi  + Ni  - -  3 = 3N --  3 time units. The cell in location 
(N, N,  N)  also enters the terminal state at the proper time, viz. one unit of 
time after all its neighbors assumed, for the first time, a nonquiescent state. 
An example solution for N = 5 is shown in Appendix VI. The state 
transition table of the cubic array is given in Appendix V. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Various open problems in this area are now being investigated. These are 
concerned with minimum-time minimum-state solutions, regular arrays of 
other configurations, and minimum-time solutions for arbitrary configura- 
tions. 
APPENDIX I: THE STATE TRANSITION TABLE FOR THE SQUARE ARRAY 
This Appendix specifies the cell structure of a minimum-time, solution for 
the square array. The set of states is the following: 
{Q0, M0, Q1, A1, A2, S1, $2, M1, Q2, A3, A4, $3, $4, M2, K0, K1, F0}. 
In the following table, the next-state function is given by means of 6 tuples, 
Y1Y2Y~Y4YsY6,  where ](1 denotes the present state, Y2 the left input, 
]73 the right input, Y4 the upper input, Y5 the lower input, and Y6 the next 
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state. "XO" is used in the table as "dummy" state and corresponds to the 
situation where there is no neighbor cell to the specified side of the machine 
considered. The symbol " - - - - "  denotes all inputs not explicitly mentioned. 
CO)O)O . . . .  WI ¢2~1~I  . . . .  S[ A3 . . . .  KOC2KI KC . . . .  ~ ' I~3 
004" . . . .  MOXOM2 A2K IS I  . . . .  MI A3 . . . .  MOS4KO KO~OM~ . . . .  MI 
:0~0{0 . . . .  $2 A2RIMI  . . . .  S I  A3 . . . .  ~OKIKO KC . . . .  N J~eH2 
O~ . . . .  MC{CS4 A2gOCI  . . . .  MI A3 . . . .  MOM2~2 KC~JA2- - - -N I  
C{$2{C . . . .  $2 A2~GM[ . . . .  ~ I  ~3 . . . .  ~2S4K0 KO . . . .  ,4~M2 
QO . . . .  $~COS~ S I~2CI  . . . .  QI A3~- -C2S~C2 KC~IAL  . . . .  r~l 
Q{$2)6  . . . .  P I  $1~2~I  . . . . .  KO A3 . . . .  C2C2C2 KC . . . .  NiZA~M2 
QO . . . .  $4~0M2 S IC]KO . . . .  K [  ~3 . . . .  £2K I~2 KCQ/AL . . . .  A I  
CO$~CCS2CCMC S]S2C l  . . . .  $2 A3 . . . .  C2V2A4 KC . . . .  ~ZA}A3 
~C~2~Ogl )OFC S IS2K I  . . . .  MI A3 . . . .  ~2K IKO KOJ I~2 . . . .  N l  
O~ . . . . . . . .  Q~ S IC IK I  . . . .  KO" ~2 . . . .  C2~4A4 KO- - - -~2AVH2 
MO~C~IX~M2FO S IC IC I  . . . .  Ol  A ]  . . . .  K IA4K2 KOSI~I  . . . .  $ i  
~O~2MIMIM2FC S IK IMI  . . . .  KC A3 . . . .  KIC2KO gO . . . .  ~t4~$3 
M~2~O~I)OFO S lO lM1 . . . .  MI A3 . . . .  KOAQ~2 KC~I~L- - , - -A I  
~fl  . . . . . . . .  MO SIS2KO . . . .  M1 ~3 . . . .  ~2P2M2 KQ . . . .  MZA~A3 
Q]{ l~ l  . . . .  ~ l  S IK IC I  . . . .  01 A4 . . . .  K IC2S3 KCSLOl - - , - -S I  
C I£1MI  . . . .  A2 S IP IC I  . . . .  52 A~ . . . .  KOS'~C2 KC . . . .  ~ , J~S3 
Q IS iS I  . . . .  S2 $2~1SI  . . . .  CI A4 . . . .  C2~2S3 KOa la2  . . . .  H l  
01#I~2 . . . .  ~2 S2CIS I  . . . .  A I  A4 . . . .  C2~2C2 K O- - - - -A~M2 
Ql£ I~2 . . . .  A2 S2CIK I  . . . .  A I  ~ . . . .  Q2C2S3 KOS2~l - - - - ,M l  
Ql$1gO . . . .  S l  S2A IKO . . . .  Q1 fi4 . . . .  A3C2S3 KC . . . .  3~o~H2 
¢ I$ I£ I  . . . .  S l  S2MIC I  . . . .  A I  A4 . . . .  A3S2C2 KCS2NL . . . .  .MI 
¢ lS lg l  . . . .  S1 S2V lK1  . . . .  ~I  A4 . . . .  A3P2S3 KC . . . .  ~iCdH2 
QIS2CI  . . . .  $2 $2~IC I  . . . .  QL A4 . . . .  K ISS~2 KC . . . . . . . .  KO 
( IS~g~ . . . .  $2 S2A IK I  . . . .  ~ I  Aq . . . .  K I~2S3 K1 . . . .  3 , J~V I2  
~ lS2g l  . . . .  $2 S2MIS I  . . . .  A I  ~4 . . . .  KOC2P2 K IK JA I  . . . .  O[  
ClP lC I  . . . .  $2  S2CIKO . . . .  M1 A4 . . . .  KOV2W2 K1 . . . .  ~u&o02 
C1~151 . . . .  S2 S2CIC I  . . . .  A I  $3 . . . .  A~C2C2 K IKOA2- . - - - .M I  
C IK I~ I  . . . .  A2 S2MIKO . . . .  M l  53 . . . .  ~4V2KO K I  . . . .  KuA~M2 
QIMI~2 . . . .  ~2 S2~CCO . . . .  A1 S3 . . . .  C2KOKI K I J I& I - - . - - .O I  
C lK I I I  . . . .  ~ I  $2~IC0  . . . .  81 $3 . . . .  $4C2S4 K I  . . . .  uZA~U2 
~IgO~l  . . . .  ~ I  S2CICO . . . .  A I  $3 . . . .  S4F IM2 K lO laz  . . . .  Mt  
C IgO~2 . . . .  ~2 MIMC~I  . . . .  FO $3 . . . .  C2KIKO K1 . . . .  ~zA. t42  
CIKC~I  . . . .  A2 ~IMC~O . . . .  FO 53 . . . .  C2C2~2 K lS l~u . . . .  .~I 
: l P lgC- - - -S2  MI~IN I  . . . .  FO $3 . . . .  K I~2KO K I  . . . .  ~K JO2 
C l l I~ I  . . . .  ~2 g lWIXO . . . .  FC S3 . . . .  ~2M2M2 K I41AZ . . . .  ;~ I  
£1P lK I  . . . .  S2 MI . . . . . . . .  N I  53  . . . .  S4KC~2 K I  . . . .  .~a~I~2 
Ol  . . . . . . . .  ~ I  02 . . . .  C2A]A3  53 . . . .  K IC2C2 K IS I ] I  . . . .  O l  
l l gO¢ l  . . . .  KI  Q2 . . . .  C2Y2A~ $3 . . . .  Y2C2S~ K I  . . . .  ~J~z02 
11~$2 . . . .  KC Q2 . . . .  $453$4 54 . . . .  A3S3C2 KISdKu . . . .  H I  
~lPOgl  . . . .  go C2 . . . .  A3A~4 54 . . . .  C2S~A3 KI  . . . .  ~*K)  H2 
AI~C~I . . . .  ~ I  Q2 . . . .  C2A4A4 54  . . . .  C2K I~3 KI~Z~I  . . . .  HI  
A1~I$2  . . . .  KC Q2 . . . .  $3KOS3 54 . . . .  A3KCC2 K I  . . . .  ~S~M2 
~1{152 . . . . .  CI ~2 . . . .  S3~2S3 S~ . . . .  ~2C2A3 K IS2 J I  . . . .  MI 
~I{ IC I  . . . .  CI  Q2 . . . .  $3K1S3 $4  . . . .  ~2KIA3  KI  . . . . . . . .  K I  
l l [ Ig l  . . . .  C I  Q2 . . . .  S4C2S4 $4 . . . .  ~3C2C2 
I I~ IMI  . . . .  ~2 Q2 . . . .  S~KOS~ S~ . . . .  A3K lY2  
l |~]g]  . . . .  KC Q2 . . . .  $4K IS4  $4 . . . .  P2S3A3 
~I{ I~2 . . . .  ~2 02 . . . .  ~2C2E4 $4 . . . .  C2KOM2 
l l~ l l2  . . . .  Nl  ~2 . . . .  ~2S3S~ $4 . . . .  C2C2A3 
Alg l{ l  . . . .  KC Q2 . . . .  K IM2A4 S4 . . . .  M2KCP2 
~ l~C~2 . . . .  P l  C2 . . . .  K IA4A4 $4 . . . .  MOCCA3 
A|~IF I  . . . .  M1 C2 . . . .  K I~3A3 $4 . . . .  A3CCQ2 
A2gIC I  . . . .  S l  C2 . . . .  KCaBA3 $4  . . . .  Q2CCA3 
A2gCSI . . . .  CI C2 . . . .  KOA~A~ M2 . . . .  ~O~2FO 
A~¢I~I . . . .  S l  ~2 . . . .  KO~2A4 M2 . . . .  PO~OFO 
~{l$ l  . . . . .  O l  02 . . . .  M2KOS4 M2 . . . .  ~2M2FO 
A2£I{I  . . . .  $1 C2 . . . .  ~3~2A@ if2 . . . .  g2xCFO 
l~ l l{ l  . . . . .  $1 C2 . . . .  P2K1S4 M2 . . . . . . . .  P2  
A2~IS1  . . . .  ~l  C2 . . . . . . . .  Q2 KCMCAI . . . .  AI  
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APPENDIX  II: COMPLETE (2N-  2) SOLUTION FOR 
A 7 × 7 SQUARE ARRAY 
The state of each cell in the 7 ~ square array is shown at every time unit 
t =to,whereO~<t o~< 12. 
TIME= C IIWE= 7 
] NCCCCOCCCO~OCC 1 ROKOKIJI~LA2MI 
2 CCCOCO0000~OOC 2 KOMGKJAIWL~NI 
CCCGCO~OQOQOCC 3 KIKCMOKO~LSZQO 
CCCOCOCCQ3~OCC 4 O2A3KJAu~Z~QO 
CCCCCOCGCOOJCC 5 ~3C2Q2S4~uQ~O 
O00CCOCOCOQO~C 6 A4C2$4~OJO~J~O 
7 CCCCCOCOCOGOCC 7 ~2M2QOJUwoJ~QO 
TIME= 1 l INE= 
] WCS2COQC~OQQCC i NGKORIAL~L~LMI  
S4CCCOCC~O00CO 2 KONOAIKLJLA2NI 
2 CECCCGCCOOQOCC 3 KIA3MOKJwL~LNI 
4 cecococooooocc ~ A3KIKJMO~L~g~O 
5 CCCOCOCO(~OQOCC 5 ~4C2Q2AJ~OQoQO 
OOCCCCCCCOCOOC 6 S3AAA3S4wOJQ~O 
] COCOCOCGGOCOCC 7 M2M2;4Z~u~ueuO0 
TIME;: 2 TIME= '~ 
] FO~]S2OCCOQCCC I WCKCQt:4LoL~QN1 
~3NOCOCCQOOCCC 2 KOMOKJKL&Z~LNI 
S4CCCOCCCOOOCC 3 C2KGMOKOWL~MI 
4 COCCCOCOCO~OCC 4 ~2glKJ,~4O~JJLMl 
CCCCCOCGCOOOCC 5 02A4~KOMoSZ~O 
.~ CCCCCCCCCO03CC 6 KOS3A@Q2~JJ~O 
7 C~COCOCOCdOQCC 7 M2M2MZl~t2~O0 
TIMF= 3 TIME= IO 
] NCKCC [ S2COi~OCC l FOKCA2NI~2KJ N1 
KOFCS2CCCJO0~C 2 KOMOKUt4~i4~KJM1 
2 C2S4COCOCOCOCO 3 A4KOM~AIMI~LM t
S~COCOCOQ3Q~CC ~ M2M2A3MONO~MI  
COCOCOCCCOOQCO 5 S4~2M2KO~,~OALN[ 
( OCCCCQCCCOOOCQ 6 ~OKOJ~A~AS:4J WO 
7 CCCCCOCO00QOCC 7 W2N2~2,42MZ ~3 QO 
TI~E: 4 T IME= I i  
1 ~CKCCIAI SZOCCC i ~OMIMIM/NLML Ml 
KOMO~ISPQO~SC~ 2 M2MOML4i~LMLNI 
3 O2ABNOCOCOQOCO 3 N2M2MJMI~I~k M 1 
A~ S4COCC~30OCCO 4 P2P2M2MO~,|L,~LN1 
SeCOCOCOCOQOCC 5 M2N2:4ZM2MoM/MI 
( COCOCOCOCOQOCC 6 W2M2M2M2MZMJMI 
l CCCCCOCOQO(30CC 7 N2M2M2~ZM~,~Z~O 
T IPF :  5 TIME= 12 
] ~OKO~IOIC[~20C I FOFQFJFu~JFJFO 
2 KONOKOCIS2OOCC 2 FCFCFOFuruFJFO 
3 A3KONCS2COQOCO 3 FOFCFJFd~oF~FO 
z Q2CTSACCOOQOCC 4 FOFOFJFO£oFJEO 
CPS4COCOCO00CC 5 FCFCFJFJFoF~FO 
( S4CCCOCCCO~JCC 6 FOFOFJFQr~F~FO 
3 CCCOCOCOC)OOCC 7 FCFCF,JFJFJFJFO 
TIME: 
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APPENDIX I I I :  THE STATE TRANSITION TABLE FOR 
THE RECTANGULAR ARRAY 
This appendix specifies the cell structure of a minimum-time solution for 
the rectangular array. The set of states is the following: 
{Q0, P0, Q1, A1, S1, A2, $2, M1, Q2, A3, $3, A4, $4, M2, K0, K1, Y1, 
Y2, Q6, A5, A6, $5, $6, K2, K3, P1, M0, F0}. 
As in Appendix I, the next-state function is given by means of 6 tuples. 
Not like the square array where signals propagate ither in the horizontal 
or vertical direction, in the rectangular array the signals propagate vertically 
and horizontally. For example, the signal $4 propagates upwards in the 
locations (i, j) where i > j, in location (i, i) becomes $6 and starts propagating 
to the right as an $2 signal. This propagation of signals can be clearly seen in 
the case that the rectangular's sizes are greater than that in Appendix IV. 
The symmetry of the transition rules can be seen in the following example 
in Table I. 
TABLE I 
The location (i, j) 
The transition rule The equivalent situation of the middle cell 
Q1S2 . . . .  $2 $2 Q1 Q1 --+ $2 j > i÷ 1 
Q2 
Q2 . . . .  Q2s4s4 - -Q2- - - - *  $4 i> j+ 1 
84 
Q6- -Q1- -S4S6 - -Q6  Q1 --~ $6 i= j  
84 
Q1S6Q1 . . . .  $2 $6 Q1 Q1 ~ $2 j = i-k- 1 
Q6 
Q2 . . . .  Q6s4s4 - -Q2- - - -~  $4 i= j+ 1 
s4 
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CCFCCC . . . .  £ I  C IS IK [  . . . .  S l  S IC IK I  . . . .  KC S2K2 J~- - . - -~ I  02 . . . .  i~2K£A4 
O0 . . . .  POCOA3 C IS2CI  . . . .  S2 S iC lOt  . . . .  CL S2K~JL - - - - -A£  C2 . . . .  A4K IA4  
CQS2CO . . . .  S2 CIS2KO . . . .  $2 S IS~KI  . . . .  ~ I  S2ALM~-~- -A2  C2 . . . .  A3K IA3  
CC . . . .  ~C0~4 C IS2K I  . . . .  32 S I~6MI  . . . .  KC S2QIS1- . - - -A I  Q2 . . . .  A3KJA3  
~OS2XO . . . .  W| C I~ICL  . . . .  $2 S lS6KO . . . .  ~[  $2 ~ t  . . . .  A~ C2 . . . .  A4KOA~ 
en . . . .  ~4xe~2 C IMI~I  . . . .  S2 S IAEQI  . . . .  C1 S2~/K I - - . - - .AL  C2 . . . .  M2KOA~ 
GCPC>C . . . .  ~ l  C IK IN I  . . . .  A2 SIC6KO . . . .  K I  S2A I~I - - . - -~ i  02 . . . .  KOM2S4 
QO . . . . .  MC)OW2 C IK I~2 . . . .  A2 S IC~KI  . . . .  KO S2~IKL  . . . .  M i  C2 . . . .  ~2A3A4 
CCWCCC . . . .  $2 C IK I~t  . . . .  ~ i  S IK IMI  . . . .  KC S201Ku . . . .  ,NI  Q2 . . . .  K IM2S4 
OC . . . .  VCCCA4 C]KC~t  . . . .  A I  S IM IMI  . . . .  Mt S23t Jk - - . - -~1 02 . . . .  $3S4S4 
~OPO~ . . . .  NI  C]KO~2 . . . .  A2 S IK IQ I  . . . .  ~ I  $2~4~0 . . . .  M1 C2 . . . . . . . .  CZ 
OC . . . .  FOXO~2 C IKO~I  . . . .  ~2 S l~ lO l  . . . .  $2 S2KO@L-r - -~ I  A~ . . . .  029002 
CCSICC . . . .  S] C IWIKO . . . .  ~2 S IS~OI  . . . .  $2 ~IMJML . . . .  gO ~3 . . . .  Y102~2 
C~ . . . .  a3CO~3 C la IM1 . . . .  ~2 A2FCSI  . . . .  C l  M I~JX J  . . . .  .FO ~ . . . .  POCO~2 
CCSI~C . . . .  Wl C I~[K]  . . . .  32 ~2FOOl . . . .  S1 MI4 /Xu- . - - - ;F3  A3 . . . .  KTM2KO 
OC . . . .  A~>O~2 C IS2~I  . . . .  $2 A2FC~I  . . . .  S[  ~ IMIML . . . .  FO A3 . . . .  K3M2K9 
C~2~Q~I~OFI  C I  . . . . . . . .  ~ I  A2K IO I  . . . .  S I  MI  . . . . . . . .  M I  ~3 . . . .  S~M2KO 
C(~2C( 'S ]~OP]  ~]K3A2 . . . .  ~ i  ~2KOSI  . . . .  C1 02 . . . .  A~A3 A3 . . . .  540202 
OCA] )CM}COPI  A IK2S2 . . . .  K [  ~2R3MI  . . . .  S I  C2 . . . .  ~' I J JcA4 A3 . . . .  C2Q2C2 
C~A3CCSICCP I  ~]K~S2 . . . .  KO ~2K2QL . . . .  M I  Q2 . . . .  ~o~}~4 A3 . . . .  A6KOM2 
OC~C~CDCCCA4 A IWIK I  . . . .  KD A2K2MI  . . . .  MI C2 . . . .  ~2A4 ~3 . . . .  K IO2Q2 
CCPCCCXOXOS~ ~]NOKI  . . . .  K3 ~2CIMI  . . . .  S I  ~2 . . . .  (~2S~$3 A3 . . . .  ~2C2~ 
Cfi . . . . . . . .  CC A IWIS2  . . . .  KO ~2CIS I  . . . .  ~ I  Q2 . . . .  YZ~ZS4 A3 . . . .  MOM2~2 
01~6~1 . . . .  AI  A1CIS2  . . . .  Q1  A2C lO l  . . . .  S t  ~2 . . . .  ~2S~$4 A3  . . . .  S6M2KO 
CIC6~I  . . . . .  ~2 AIC IC[  . . . .  <Jr A2KSQ£ . . . .  S l  G2- - - -Y :OcA~ A3 . . . .  $60202 
01A5~2 . . . .  ~2 A IK2~2 . . . .  V l  ~2K2SL . . . .  C I  Q2 . . . .  M~KJA4 A3 . . . .  ~6Q2~Z 
C lO~2 . . . .  ~2 A IC1K1 . . . .  ~Jl ~2C~uI  . . . .  S I  C2 . . . .  ~5~JA3 ~3 . . . .  KIM2KO 
CIS5KO . . . .  S] ~ IC I~I  . . . .  ~2 ~2C~SL . . . .  C I  O2- - - -~o~oA~ A3 . . . .  K3C2~2 
~IY I~]  . . . .  A2  ~INON|  . . . .  ~l ~2C6~I  . . . .  SI Q2 . . . .  M J~J~ A3 . . . .  NO~2A4 
O1YI~2 . . . .  a2  A IWCS2 . . . .  KO A2#SQI  . . . .  S ]  C2  . . . .  ~i~S ~ ~3 . . . . .  ~6C2~4 
C1¥1C! . . . .  $2 ~I¢&S2 . . . .  C~ ~2~5SI  . . . .  C I  Q2 . . . .  f '~o~JA4 ~3 . . . .  .~6KI~2 
Cl~C~O . . . .  $2 ~IC6CI  . . . .  ~ I  A2~5M£ . . . .  S I  Q2 . . . .  ~M~5~ ~:) . . . .  Q6KIKO 
C IK2~]  . . . .  ~ l  ~]MIK I  . . . .  KC A2K3SI  . . . .  MI  02 . . . .  S )~*S~ AJ  . . . .  C6K JK I  
C IK2#2 . . . .  t2  #. IC6K I  . . . .  (~i A2~IOI  . . . .  S I  C2 . . . .  P Ja%S4 A3 . . . .  A492A4 
QIKPWI  . . . .  a'2 A IC#NI  . . . .  12 A2AIS I  . . . .  C I  C2 . . . .  ~,*~*$4 A3 . . . .  A4K IM2 
CIF~KO . . . .  S2 # i (6~2 . . . .  ]2  A2AIMI  . . . .  S I  ~2 . . . .  fZA~A@ AJ . . . .  Q2KIKO 
C I~E~I  . . . .  ~2 ~1K3~2 . . . . .  Y [  ~2KIS I  . . . .  MI ~2 . . . .  .~M~S~ A3 . . . .  O2KOKI 
C IMC~I  . . . .  $2 ~IK3CI  . . . .  K3 ~2K]~I  . . . .  S I  02 . . . .  Qo~}S3 ~3 . . . .  ~4K9~2 
C IS6S]  . . . .  $2 ~IK2CI  . . . .  K I  ~2KC~I  . . . . .  MI  Q2- - - -~53 ~3 . . . .  M2~2M2 
~IFCa2 . . . .  A2 ~IC i~2 . . . . .  52 A2KCMI . . . .  MI 02 . . . .  ~o5~$4 A3 . . . .  Y IMZKO 
C IS2Z2 . . . .  ~2 AIK IA2  . . . .  ~ '~I  S2A IO0 . . . .  C1 C2 . . . .  ~Za~S4 . . . .  
C1¥ l~I  . . . .  $2 ~I~IC I  . . . .  KJ  S2CICO . . . .  A1 Q ~ - - - ~ S 4  $3 . . . .  K2A4KI  
~1S2Y]  . . . .  ~2 A IKCCI  . . . .  K I  $2~C00 . . . .  ~[  C2 . . . .  OoN£S4 $3 . . . .  K3A4KO 
C ISSCI  . . . .  S] A IKOa2 . . . .  ~ I  S2CIK I  . . . .  ~ I  Q2 . . . .  ~M2S*  $3 . . . .  MOM2M2 
CIS~K]  . . . .  $1 A lW[NI  . . . .  MI $2a531 . . . .  ~I  Q2 . . . .  t , lO~A4 $3 . . . .  Q6Q2~2 
OIS~C|  . . . .  $2 5 IY2NI  . . . .  KC $2~5K0 . . . .  CI  Q2 . . . .  . oKLA4 $3 . . . .  MOK1KO 
CIS~FC . . . .  S2 S IC ICO . . . .  ~ i  S2C~KI  . . . .  ~ l  ~2 . . . .  45~LA3 S~ . . . .  Q6K I~2 
01S~ . . . .  $2 S IY2C I - - - -Q I  S2~OSI  . . . .  A I  g2  . . . .  A~&A3 S~ . . . .  06M2S4 
CIMCC~ . . . .  $2 SIPCCO . . . .  C I  S2C~SI  . . . .  #1 C2 . . . .  ~ZO~A4 53 . . . .  C6S4S4 
C INOSI  . . . .  £2 S [~O~I  . . . .  ~ l  S2POQI  . . . .  A t  Q2 . . . .  ,~4~A4 $3  . . . .  K IS~M2 
C|K3WI . . . .  A2 S IC6CI  . . . .  Ol  S2MCKI . . . .  A t  C2 . . . .  ~O~A4 $3 . . . .  M2A4KO 
C lK3~2 . . . .  ~2 S IK3F I - - - -KO S2ASQI  . . . .  C I  O2- - - -~O~ $3 $3 . . . .  KOS~2 
OlK3~l  . . . .  AI S IKBCI  . . . .  Q1 S2~5K[  . . . .  M l  Q2 . . . .  PvM&$4 $3  . . . .  O2AGOZ 
OIOIA I  . . . .  AI  SIWCCI  . . . .  52 SZC~KO . . . .  N l  C2 . . . .  w2~53 $3 . . . .  KOQZKI 
C]C I~I  . . . .  ~2 SIS6q I  . . . .  32 S2C~O[ . . . .  A1 Q2- - -~15~$3 S~ . . . .  K IC2KO 
OlA I~2 . . . .  ~2 S IS2K I  . . . .  Mt  S2~OKO . . . .  N1 Q2 . . . .  ~Z~S4 $3 . . . .  Q2Q292 
0101~2 . . . .  ~2 S IA2~I  . . . .  K9 S2P IS I  . . . .  A I  ~2 . . . .  ~0S~$4 $3  . . . .  KBS4M2 
CIS lKO . . . .  SI  S IS2KO . . . .  MI S2CIK I  . . . .  A I  O2- - - -N ia@S# $3 . . . .  MOA4KO 
CIPC~I  . . . .  A2 S I~2CI  . . . .  Ol  S2~[S I  . . . .  O1 Q2 . . . .  .~2MLS4 $3 . . . .  K254M2 
QIS IC I  . . . .  S1 S IC IKO . . . .  K I  S2~IKO . . . .  C I  C2 . . . .  S~MZS# S3 . . . .  C6A~2 
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$I  . . . .  K2CPKI  $4 . . . .  C2.~C2 K1 . . . .  $5S4V2 C6- - ;4L - -ASA6 
S3 . . . .  K3CPKC S4 . . . .  K IA3M2 KISSKO . . . .  C I  Q6- -K I - - .NZS6 
S~ . . . .  W2KIKC S~ . . . .  KOC2M2 KI  . . . .  K2S3C2 Q6- -~L- -~@S6 
S? . . . .  ~2~2N2 $4 . . . .  CZC2A3 K IS5C[  . . . .  CI Q6 . . . . . . . .  g6  
S? . . . .  C2K IC2  $4 . . . .  KO~2M2 K I  . . . .  CeS2C2 C~ . . . . .  ~ , - - ,06  
S~ . . . .  C2P2S~ S~ . . . .  C2K35~ KIS6KC . . . .  MI  AS- -~/ - - J2~6 
S~ . . . .  ~2S~S~ P2 . . . .  MCN2F2 K I  . . . .  K2S4Y2 ~5- -K I - -4~5 
A4 . . . .  K2C253 M2 . . . .  MCX3>O K IS2S I  . . . .  MI AS- -M~- - J2A6 
A4 . . . .  $3~254 M2 . . . .  ~2X, JF J  KI  . . . .  $3S4M2 ~5- -A2- - JZA6 
A4 . . . .  K?C2S3 N2 . . . .  Y2W2cO K IK2A I  . . . .  C1 ~5- -K~- -McK2 
~4 . . . .  C2KIS?  M2 . . . . . . . .  V2 KI  . . . .  ~5KC~2 ~5- -~ l~- - :dZNO 
A4 . . . .  S~KCC2 KONC~I  . . . .  ~ l  K [~2a2 . . . .  ~ l  ~5- -~Z- -M~K2 
A4 . . . .  eOKISB vC . . . .  YON2:42 Kl  . . . .  ;6KON2 AS- -~Z- -~2~ 
Aa . . . .  ~6~CY2 KOWC~2 . . . .  U l  K IC6AI  . . . .  GI  ~5- -~2- - ,KLM0 
A4 . . . .  ~CKCM2 KC . . . .  NOS~M2 K I  . . . .  A5C2C2 A5° -~L- -~K2 
~4 . . . .  M2£2S~ KOC~I  . . . .  A1 K IC~A2 . . . .  M1 AS- -O/ - - ;KoK3 
~a . . . .  53C2C2 KC . . . .  ~5C2~3 KI  . . . .  ~6C2Y2 A5- -Az - -&~M3 
AA . . . .  ~2C2S3 KCMC;2  . . . .  M[ K I~OA2 . . . .  Pl A6- - J I - -K [S5  
~4 . . . . .  C6K IS3  KC . . . .  ~6~42:'12 K I  . . . .  ~KCF2 A6- -SL - - .a J~O 
A4 . . . .  S5KCC2 FOC6~2 . . . .  ~I  KIC I~I  . . . .  C I  ~-- ,4~- -~db5 
A4 . . . .  VGCPS ~ KC . . . .  A6{J242  KI  . . . .  a3C2C2 ~ 6 - - ) z - - ~  
A4 . . . .  55C2C2 KGS5~I  . . . .  St K IC IA2  . . . .  Y l  ~--~L- -QZS5 
A4 . . . .  ~C253 KC . . . .  u0S3S3 KI  . . . .  ~4C2P2 A6I - :Q[ - -~}S5 
A4 . . . .  C6~3S3 KCS6CI  . . . .  MI  i ; l~ lA2  . . . .  ~1 a6- -5~- -A~6 
Aq . . . .  S5~C2 KO . . . .  C654~¢2 K I  . . . .  A4A~N2 A6- -14t - -A3S5 
A4 . . . .  IvCa3S3 KCSffCI . . . .  St K [~IKC . . . .  CI  a6 - -~ i - -~/MO 
A4 . . . .  SSKIW2 KC . . . .  C6S3S3 KI  . . . .  KOS3C2 A6- -4~- -KL  ~5 
A4 . . . .  C2~3S?  KOS6WI . . . .  v t  K15101 . . . .  Cl  a~- -Ot - -m.  MO 
~4 . . . .  $3~}C2 KC-=--vOS4~'!2  KI . . . .  C257C2 B~- - /4~- -~ JN0 
~ . . . .  N2 ;3S~ KOala1  . . . .  M1 KIS2KC . . . .  Y l  S5- - i l k - - .~tK2  
A4 . . . .  S3K1M2 ~C . . . .  v2P2v2  Kt  . . . .  KOS4P2 S5- -o I~- -~ZNO 
~4 . . . .  ~2~IS~ KC~IA[  . . . .  a t  K IS2S I  . . . .  P l  SS- -g~- -g~u6 
A~ . . . .  C2FCM2 gO . . . .  ~3::2A3 KI . . . .  $354N2 SS- -~t - -~L06 
A4 . . . .  W2KC~2 KCNI~[  . . . .  ~1 K IS201 . . . .  NI  SS- - J / - -4LS6  
~4 . . . .  S~CPC2 KC . . . .  a~' - !2~ K I  . . . . . . . .  Kl  $5- -  J~- -S~6 
A4 . . . .  ~2CCS~ KCNIA I  . . . .  ~ l  Y I - -O I - -~K2 SS- -K I - -~F IO 
A4 . . . .  MCCOS3 FC . . . .  ~3~2~3 Y2- -MI - -C2K2 SS- -~L- -~K2 
S4  . . . .  K1CPA3 kCMO~l  . . . .  A I  Y I - -O1- -C2K2 SS- -K~- - .~MO 
S~ . . . .  S5~C2 KC . . . .  ~5Y2A3 Y2- 'O[ - -C2K2 SS- -OL- 'A~6 
54 . . . .  K2~382 KCWIA2 . . . .  Ml Y I - -O I - -~K5 SS- -K J - -~K3 
g~ . . . . .  K~C2~ KO . . . .  ~M2~2 Y2- -S I - -C2K3 SS- -K~- -4dK2 
S~ . . . .  $5~2A3 KCCI~2 . . . .  ~1  96- -K1- -$3S5 S6- -K / - -OZA5 
S4  . . . .  $5C2A3 KC . . . .  A4C2~2 C6- -01- -S~S£ S6- -SL - -A~6 
S~ . . . .  Ce~2~ kCSIN l  . . . .  S1 ~6- -K (} - -54S6 56-=SL- -MZA5 
54 . . . .  K3N2A~ gC . . . .  W2SIS3  ~6- -K1- -54S6 S6- -K~- -~4~MO 
S4 . . . .  C6~?C2 KCS2CI  . . . .  M I  06- -01- -P2S6 S~- -Ko- -4~6 
$4 . . . .  K3~3W2 KC . . . .  C2S~!~2 06- 'S I - -~2S6 S6- -S~- -~ZA5 
$4 . . . .  K2CPW2 KCSIC I  . . . .  S [  C6- -~ I - -~ I~5 S~- -O~- - ;4LA5 
Sh  . . . .  ~6E2~3 ~0 . . . .  C2S3S~ 06- -A[ - -KC~5 S6- -KL - - ;4~A5 
S4 . . . .  K2~2~2 KCS2NI . . . .  MI  06- -AZ- -KC~6 S~- -O/ - -A~5 
$4 . . . .  S?Y2A~ KC . . . .  M25~2 O6- -MI - -KCA6 S~- -K i - -A~M0 
S~ . . . .  K IC2~? KC . . . . . . . .  KO 06- -~ I - -C2~5 S~-~KO- -~MO 
$4 . . . .  S9a3(22 K I  . . . .  C2S%M2 G6- -MI - -C2A6 S6- -OL- -~ZA5 
S4 . . . .  KO~3C2 KIKO~I  . . . .  Q I  06- -a2- -A~A& K2- - t4 l - -S~S5 
S~ . . . .  PO~3C2 KI  . . . .  ~KC]CZ 06- -~2- -C246 K2- ' - ,~ / - . -~MO 
$4 . . . .  PCW2A? KIS6CI  . . . .  e l  QG--KO- -S3S5 K2- -ML- -M~MO 
S4 . . . .  FCC2~3 KI  . . . .  C65~M2 06- -01- -S3S5 K2- -A~- -@~5 
$4 . . . .  $3C2a3 K l~5a2 . . . .  ~ i  06 - -M I - -K I~6 K2- -Az - -MZMO 
S4 . . . .  C2W2~3 K I  . . . .  A6hL42 06- -~2- -K IA6  K2- -A2- -~:NO 
S~ . . . .  K IW2~3 K1S6S[  . . . .  "41 O6- -KO- -F256  K2- -~L- -S~S5 
K2- -M 1 - -54 '~0 
K2- -~ 1 - -M2A5 
K2 . . . . . . . .  K2 
g 3 - -Q  1.- -  54~t0 
K3- -A1- -KOC6 
K 3 - -A  2 - -KOMO 
K3- -A  1 - -92~6 
K3- -~,2 - -~2 uO 
K 3 - -A2- -A3MO 
K3- -  ~2- -A3UO 
K3- -KO- -53"6  
g 3 - -g0- -$4~O 
K 3 - -  S 1 - -$4 :40  
K3 . . . . . . . .  K3 
PO--SL--Y2YL 
P . ) - - i , i  i - -  A 3Y 2 
po - -  ~ 2 - -  Sz,',~O 
PO- -A2- -  S#:~O 
PO- -O [ - -S4Y I  
Pg- - .~ 2 - -~2Y2 
P , ] - -  Q,.)-- X dl~ 0 
PO- -X  O--OJ ' . !8 
P0- -~ -I t - -  M2 "~0 
p 0 - -~ I - -F~2MO 
F0 . . . . . . . .  PO 
FIQ2XO~!ICOqO 
P/M2(10QI  X0X~0 
p l t s2XOf l lX0g0 
P 1 t2~OC 1C~O,~O 
NOXOX, ]XOY2FO 
,vO Y2X ) '~ i ~'2 cO 
NOXO"~IXOM2FO 
~uOy2~,t l V i v2=O 
M0,~2XO~I ×0; :0  
M)XCYiXOXOFO 
gd . . . . . . . .  >~0 
APPENDIX IV: COMPLETE (N + M + max(M, N)  -- 3) SOLUTION 
FOR A 3 X 7 RECTANGULAR ARRAY 
The state of each cell in the 3 X 7 rectangular array is shown at every time 
un i t t=t  o ,where0  ~t  o~ 14. 









I T~= 2 
] PCC].SI CCO0~OCC 
2 02 FICOCOCg~gCO 
3 ~2CCCOCO~OQOC~ 
TTk~= 3 











































APPENDIX V: THE STATE TRANSITION TABLE FOR THE CUBIC ARRAY 
The set of states is the following: 
{Q0, M0, P0, M1, Q1, A1, A2, S1, $2, M2, Q2, A3, A4, $3, $4, M3,Q3, 
A5, A6, $5, $6, K0, K1, R1, P1, N1, R2, P2, N2, R3, P3, N3, F0}. 
The next-state function in the following table is given by means of 8 tuples, 
Y1Y2Y3Y4YsY6YTYs,  where Y1 denotes the present state of cell (i,j, k), 
Y2 the input from (i --  1, j, h), Ya the input from (i @ 1, j, h), Y4 the input 
from (/, j - -  1, k), I75 the input from (i, j -[- 1, k), Y~ the input from (i, j, h -- 1), 
Y7 the input from (i, j, k 4- 1), and ITs the next state. 
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QO~I~Q . . . . . . . .  V l  
QO . . . .  P lXO . . . .  MP  
QO . . . . . . . .  P2~{M3 
~F3XC . . . . . . . .  P I  
QC . . . .  F2~O . . . .  W2 
OC . . . . . . . .  P~CN3 
CC~ICC . . . . . . . .  SI 
O0 . . . .  P lCO . . . .  $3 
O0 . . . . . . . .  PPOCS5 
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KO . . . . . . . . . . . .  K~ 
KI . . . .  ~3~4 . . . .  M2 
KI  . . . . . . . . . .  ASAEP3 
~IS2~I  . . . . . . . .  ~ I  
K1 . . . .  $4Q2 . . . .  M2 
K I . . . . . .  So ' J3M~ 
KIKOA1 . . . . . . .  . ) I  
i< I - - - -KOA3 . . . .  w2 
K 1 . . . . . . . .  K JAS~ 
K IKCA2 . . . . . . .  ~t  
K 1 . . . .  Kf lA4 . . . .  #~Z 
K 1 . . . . . . . .  KJAOM3 
K IQ IA I  . . . . . . .  UL 
K 1 . . . .  C2A3 . . . .  (~2 
K l . . . . . . . .  Q3Ab~,  
g lC IA2  . . . . . . . .  ~ll 
K I  . . . .  ~2A ~- - - - ,~Z 
t< l . . . . . . . .  ~Q ~t AoM 3 
~IS IKO . . . . . . .  u l  
K1 . . . .  S3KO . . . .  w2 
K 1 . . . . . . . .  SSKQu~,  
KIS IC I  . . . . . . . .  u l  
K |  . . . .  $3Q2 . . . .  ~2 
Kt  . . . . . . . .  ~SQ~ 
i< IS2K0 . . . . . . . .  ME 
K I  . . . .  S 4K 0 - - - -~| ,~ 
KI  . . . . . . . .  SOKONJ 
K IS2S I  . . . . . . . .  i-~l 
KI  . . . .  $4 S 3 - - - -~ I~ 
KIA IA2  . . . . . . . .  i , l l  
K I . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, I 
R I - -CO- -QO . . . .  P l  
F I - -~2- -A4  . . . .  N I  
P I - -~  i - -  M2- - -~ i} .  
~ i  . . . . . . . . . . .  P I  
h J - - f '  I - -V2  . . . .  F J  
N I~  XO- -XO- - - -~u 
h 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~L 
R2 . . . . . .  CC- -  w}OPZ 
P2 . . . . . .  A~- -~oN2 
F2 . . . . . .  M 2 - -  M~,i'~ 2
F2 . . . . . . . . . . .  PZ 
N2 . . . . . .  M2--H~;rO 
1~2 . . . . . .  XO--Xo~:o 
h 2 . . . . . . . . . . .  ,'~2 
R3- -CO . . . . . .  w~oP3 
F ~--A  2 . . . . . .  A~i~J 
F3  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'~ 
N3- -XO . . . . . .  XUFO 
I',3 . . . . . . . . . . . .  N5 
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APPENDIX  V I :  A MIN IMuM-T IME SOLUTION FOR THE 5 3 CUBIC ARRAY 
In the follovdng solution, the integer K (1 ~ K ~< 5) is the plane parameter, 
the general being placed in the plane K = 1. 
TIWF= 0 ~=1 lIME= 2 ~=I 
~CCCO~CCC i POC2S3QOQO 
2 CO~CCU:']CC 2 CIRIQOCOQO 
3 COCCCGCOCG 3 51C0000030 
4 COCCCCCOCG 4 COOGQOQO00 
5 CSCCCOCOCC 5 COCOGO00~O 
I CCCCCC~O~C i ~3R2~OCOOO 
2 COQCCGCOCC 2 R3CCOOOOQO 
3 CO~CCOGOCC 3 QOQOQOGO00 
4 ,,JOCCCOCOCC 4 COCO@OG'3QO 
5 CCCCCGCOCC 5 COQOgOOOQO 
I COCCCgCOCC i SSCO00COQO 
'2 C~CCOCOCO 2 CGOOQOQOQO 
3 COCCCC~OCC 3 COQOOOGOOO 
COCCC3~OCC * COCCO0000O 
5 GOCCCOCUCC 5 QO~OQOQ093 
1 ¢CCCCOCOCC i C~CO00QOQO 
2 COCCCCCOCC 2 CO(~GQOOOQO 
3 C~CCCOCOCC 3 COCOCOOOQO 
q COCCCOCOCC 4 COOOQOCO00 
5 CG~CCJCUCO 5 OOOOQOQO]O 
~=5 ~=5 
I COCCCCCGCC l COQGQOQOQO 
2 COCCCC~OQC 2 C0~090Q030 
3 COCCCCQOCC 3 COCC¢OCOQO 
4 CCCC{OCOCG 4 ~JGQOOOOG(~O 
5 gCCCCCCd~C 5 COCO00OO0(~ 
T I~E:  l B=I TIPE= 3 K=I 
I ~CS~COCOCC t PCC202S300 
2 SICCCCCOCC 2 CIPIQO(]O~QO 
3 COCCCGCOCC 3 CICCOO00~O 
4 COGCCJ~OCC 4 SICOGO~O00 
5 CCgCCOCOCC 5 CO~,.3(COCO~O 
h:2  K=2 
1 S5gCCCGOCC 1 O3P2!)OOOOO 
2 COCCCCCQCC 2 F3PO@OCO[JO 
3 COCCCC~OCC :3 CO~O00(~O00 
4 QGCCCC~OCC 4 COCOQC~OQO 
5 CO@CCO~OCC 5 COOO00OOOO 
~=3 K=~ 
1 COCCCOCO~C l C3CG:.)OOO00 
2 COOCC,JCOCC 2 COCO00OOO3 
3 ::CCCCC~OCO 3 ~O00(JOOOOO 
4 QCCCCO~;OCC ~ COCOCOCOQO 
5 CCCCC~(~O~C 5 ~O(~JQOCOOO 
H:4 ~:~ 
1 ;~]CCCO~OCC I $5cr)$0~000 
2 CGCCCC~OCC 2 COCO~O00OO 
3 '~OCCCOCOCC 3 COQCO0~OO0 
4 COGC~3~OCO 4 COCOQO0000 
5 CCCCCCQOCC 5 OGQOOOQO00 
B:5  ~=5 
I COCCCOCOCC t COCCOOCOQO 
2 QOCCCOQOCC 2 QOGCOO(~OOO 
3 C,3CCCCCOCG 3 CO~OQOQOQO 
4 COCCCOCOCC ~ ~O~CQOQOQO 
5 CDCCCOQOCC 5 ~OQO~OQOQO 
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TIFF= 4 



































































, S1E lqOQO~3 
5 N IN lgO~OOO 
l ~3P20202H2 
2 P3POO202M2 













1 ;43M3 IOQO00 
2 H3M3UOtQOQO 
3 COCJ~J@O~OOJ 
LJ J~O~JOQO Y.) 
5 CO.JOUOCO 30 
I POA402KOM2 
2 ~2P I'02~442 
3 C IC IP ISBO0 
K C-~ 251QO,~JO 
5 MIMI  J06OO00 
l A6P202~12 
2 P30002A4M2 
3 C IC IU lS3OO 
4 A2~2SICUO0 
5 NIMI I~OQOQO 
1 ?J3Q3P2S ]@] 
Z C, 3~3 P2S3!jO 
3 P3P3POS3QO 
4 S IS IS IOOQO 
'3 QO,~O,JOO009 
l KOA6SSOOQJ  







4 (JO COCJOCO O0 
5 0900CoeJO00 
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